1991 NES STUDY - PRODUCTION QUESTIONNAIRE
THE FOLLOWING STATEMENT MUST BE READ TO ALL RESPONDENTS:

This interview is completely voluntary and confidential - if we should come to any question which you don't want to answer, just let me know and we'll go on to the next question.

What is the month, day, and year of your birth?

01-12. ENTER MONTH
98. DON'T KNOW
99. REFUSED

01-31. ENTER DAY
98. DON'T KNOW
99. REFUSED

1890-1972. ENTER YEAR
9998. DON'T KNOW
9999. REFUSED

IF RESPONSE IS MORE THAN 2 YEARS DIFFERENT, SET APPOINTMENT AND CHECK WITH SUPERVISOR BEFORE BEGINNING INTERVIEW.

--- A1 --------

First I'd like to ask you about the good and bad points of George Bush. Is there anything in particular about Mr. Bush that might make you want to vote for him in 1992?

1. YES
5. NO
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V154

[SK1 IF V154>1 THEN GOTO A2]

--- A1a --------

(What is that?) [PROBE "Anything else?" UNTIL R SAYS "NO"]

OPEN : V155
--- A2 ---------

Is there anything in particular about Mr. Bush that might make you want to vote against him in 1992?

1. YES
5. NO
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V156

(SK1 IF V156>1 THEN GOTO A3)

--- A2a ---------

(What is that?) [PROBE "Anything else?" UNTIL R SAYS "NO"]

OPEN : V157

--- A3 ---------

Do you approve or disapprove of the way George Bush is handling his job as president?

1. APPROVE
5. DISAPPROVE
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V158

(SK1 IF V158=1 THEN GOTO A3a)
(SK1 IF V158=5 THEN GOTO A3b)
[GO TO A4]

--- A3a ---------

Do you approve strongly or not strongly?

1. STRONGLY
2. NOT STRONGLY

NUM # : V159

[GO TO A4]

--- A3b ---------

Do you disapprove strongly or not strongly?

5. STRONGLY
4. NOT STRONGLY

NUM # : V160
--- A4 ---------

Do you approve or disapprove of the way George Bush is handling the economy?

1. APPROVE
5. DISAPPROVE
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V161

[SK1 IF V161=1 THEN GOTO A4a
[SK1 IF V161=5 THEN GOTO A4b
[GO TO A5]

--- A4a ---------

Do you approve strongly or not strongly?

1. STRONGLY
2. NOT STRONGLY

NUM # : V162

[GO TO A5]

--- A4b ---------

Do you disapprove strongly or not strongly?

5. STRONGLY
4. NOT STRONGLY

NUM # : V163

--- A5 ---------

Do you approve or disapprove of the way George Bush is handling our relations with foreign countries?

1. APPROVE
5. DISAPPROVE
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V164

[SK1 IF V164=1 THEN GOTO A5a
[SK1 IF V164=5 THEN GOTO A5b
[GO TO B1a]

--- A5a ---------

Do you approve strongly or not strongly?

1. STRONGLY
2. NOT STRONGLY

NUM # : V165
[GO TO B1a]
Do you disapprove strongly or not strongly?

5. STRONGLY
4. NOT STRONGLY

NUM # : V166

I'd like to get your feelings toward some of our political leaders and other people who have been in the news. I'll read the name of a person and I'd like you to rate that person using something called the feeling thermometer. You can choose any number between 0 and 100. The higher the number, the warmer or more favorable you feel toward that person; the lower the number, the colder or less favorable. You would rate the person at the 50 degree mark if you feel neither warm nor cold toward them. If we come to a person whose name you don't recognize, you don't need to rate that person. Just tell me and we'll move on to the next one. Our first person is Norman Schwartzkopf.

0-100. ENTER NUMBER
997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
998. DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE

PROBE FOR DK RESPONSE: "When you say "don't know" do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you have something else in mind?"
ENTER 1 AT SECOND INPUT IF PROBE USED; ENTER 5 IF PROBE NOT USED

NUM ### : V167
PROBE : V168

Richard Cheney? (How would you rate him using the thermometer?)

0-100. ENTER NUMBER
997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
998. DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE

PROBE FOR DK RESPONSE: "When you say "don't know" do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you have something else in mind?"
ENTER 1 AT SECOND INPUT IF PROBE USED; ENTER 5 IF PROBE NOT USED

NUM ### : V169
PROBE : V170
[SK2 IF FORM 2 THEN GOTO Blc(2)]
[SK2 IF FORM 3 THEN GOTO Blc(3)]
--- Blc(1) ---------

(You can choose any number between 0 and 100. The higher the number, the warmer or more favorable you feel toward that person; the lower the number, the colder or less favorable. You would rate the person at the 50 degree mark if you feel neither warm nor cold toward them. If we come to a person whose name you don't recognize, you don't need to rate that person. Just tell me and we'll move on to the next one.)

Lloyd Bentsen? (How would you rate him using the thermometer?)

0-100. ENTER NUMBER
997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
998. DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE

PROBE FOR DK RESPONSE: "When you say "don't know" do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you have something else in mind?"
ENTER 1 AT SECOND INPUT IF PROBE USED; ENTER 5 IF PROBE NOT USED

NUM ### : V171
PROBE USED: V172

[GO TO Blc]

--- Blc(2) ---------

(You can choose any number between 0 and 100. The higher the number, the warmer or more favorable you feel toward that person; the lower the number, the colder or less favorable. You would rate the person at the 50 degree mark if you feel neither warm nor cold toward them. If we come to a person whose name you don't recognize, you don't need to rate that person. Just tell me and we'll move on to the next one.)

Mario Cuomo? (How would you rate him using the thermometer?)

0-100. ENTER NUMBER
997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
998. DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE

PROBE FOR DK RESPONSE: "When you say "don't know" do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you have something else in mind?"
ENTER 1 AT SECOND INPUT IF PROBE USED; ENTER 5 IF PROBE NOT USED

NUM ### : V173
PROBE USED: V174

[GO TO Blc]
(You can choose any number between 0 and 100. The higher the number, the warmer or more favorable you feel toward that person; the lower the number, the colder or less favorable. You would rate the person at the 50 degree mark if you feel neither warm nor cold toward them. If we come to a person whose name you don't recognize, you don't need to rate that person. Just tell me and we'll move on to the next one.)

Bill Clinton? (How would you rate him using the thermometer?)

0-100. ENTER NUMBER
997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
998. DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
PROBE FOR DK RESPONSE: "When you say "don't know" do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you have something else in mind?"
ENTER 1 AT SECOND INPUT IF PROBE USED; ENTER 5 IF PROBE NOT USED

NUM ### : V175
PROBE USED: V176

George Bush? (How would you rate him using the thermometer?)

0-100. ENTER NUMBER
997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
998. DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
PROBE FOR DK RESPONSE: "When you say "don't know" do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you have something else in mind?"
ENTER 1 AT SECOND INPUT IF PROBE USED; ENTER 5 IF PROBE NOT USED

NUM ### : V177
PROBE USED: V178
(You can choose any number between 0 and 100. The higher the number, the warmer or more favorable you feel toward that person; the lower the number, the colder or less favorable. You would rate the person at the 50 degree mark if you feel neither warm nor cold toward them. If we come to a person whose name you don't recognize, you don't need to rate that person. Just tell me and we'll move on to the next one.)

James Baker? (How would you rate him using the thermometer?)

0-100. ENTER NUMBER
997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
998. DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE

PROBE FOR DK RESPONSE: "When you say "don't know" do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you have something else in mind?"
ENTER 1 AT SECOND INPUT IF PROBE USED; ENTER 5 IF PROBE NOT USED

NUM ### : V179
PROBE USED: V180

[SK2 IF FORM 2 THEN GOTO Blf(2)
[SK2 IF FORM 3 THEN GOTO Blf(3)

Al Gore? (How would you rate him using the thermometer?)

0-100. ENTER NUMBER
997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
998. DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE

PROBE FOR DK RESPONSE: "When you say "don't know" do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you have something else in mind?"
ENTER 1 AT SECOND INPUT IF PROBE USED; ENTER 5 IF PROBE NOT USED

NUM ### : V181
PROBE USED: V182

[GO TO Blg]
--- Blf(2) -------

(You can choose any number between 0 and 100. The higher the number, the warmer or more favorable you feel toward that person; the lower the number, the colder or less favorable. You would rate the person at the 50 degree mark if you feel neither warm nor cold toward them. If we come to a person whose name you don't recognize, you don't need to rate that person. Just tell me and we'll move on to the next one.)

Richard Gephardt? (How would you rate him using the thermometer?)

0-100. ENTER NUMBER
997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
998. DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
PROBE FOR DK RESPONSE: "When you say "don't know" do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you have something else in mind?"
ENTER 1 AT SECOND INPUT IF PROBE USED; ENTER 5 IF PROBE NOT USED

NUM ### : V183
PROBE USED: V184

[GO TO Blg]

--- Blf(3) -------

(You can choose any number between 0 and 100. The higher the number, the warmer or more favorable you feel toward that person; the lower the number, the colder or less favorable. You would rate the person at the 50 degree mark if you feel neither warm nor cold toward them. If we come to a person whose name you don't recognize, you don't need to rate that person. Just tell me and we'll move on to the next one.)

L. Douglas Wilder? (How would you rate him using the thermometer?)

0-100. ENTER NUMBER
997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
998. DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
PROBE FOR DK RESPONSE: "When you say "don't know" do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you have something else in mind?"
ENTER 1 AT SECOND INPUT IF PROBE USED; ENTER 5 IF PROBE NOT USED

NUM ### : V185
PROBE USED: V186
(You can choose any number between 0 and 100. The higher the number, the warmer or more favorable you feel toward that person; the lower the number, the colder or less favorable. You would rate the person at the 50 degree mark if you feel neither warm nor cold toward them. If we come to a person whose name you don't recognize, you don't need to rate that person. Just tell me and we'll move on to the next one.)

Saddam Hussein? (How would you rate him using the thermometer?)

0-100. ENTER NUMBER
997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
998. DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
PROBE FOR DK RESPONSE: "When you say "don't know" do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you have something else in mind?"
ENTER 1 AT SECOND INPUT IF PROBE USED; ENTER 5 IF PROBE NOT USED

NUM ### : V187
PROBE USED: V188

--- Blh -------

(Jesse Jackson? (How would you rate him using the thermometer?)

0-100. ENTER NUMBER
997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
998. DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
PROBE FOR DK RESPONSE: "When you say "don't know" do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you have something else in mind?"
ENTER 1 AT SECOND INPUT IF PROBE USED; ENTER 5 IF PROBE NOT USED

NUM ### : V189
PROBE USED: V190
--- Bli ---------

(You can choose any number between 0 and 100. The higher the number, the warmer or more favorable you feel toward that person; the lower the number, the colder or less favorable. You would rate the person at the 50 degree mark if you feel neither warm nor cold toward them. If we come to a person whose name you don't recognize, you don't need to rate that person. Just tell me and we'll move on to the next one.)

Dan Quayle? (How would you rate him using the thermometer?)

0-100. ENTER NUMBER
997. R DOES'NT RECOGNIZE NAME
998. DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE

PROBE FOR DK RESPONSE: "When you say "don't know" do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you have something else in mind?"
ENTER 1 AT SECOND INPUT IF PROBE USED; ENTER 5 IF PROBE NOT USED

NUM *** : V191
PROBE USED: V192
[SK2 IF FORM 2 THEN GOTO Blj(2)
[SK2 IF FORM 3 THEN GOTO Blj(3)

--- Blj(1) ---------

(You can choose any number between 0 and 100. The higher the number, the warmer or more favorable you feel toward that person; the lower the number, the colder or less favorable. You would rate the person at the 50 degree mark if you feel neither warm nor cold toward them. If we come to a person whose name you don't recognize, you don't need to rate that person. Just tell me and we'll move on to the next one.)

Paul Tsongas? (How would you rate him using the thermometer?)

0-100. ENTER NUMBER
997. R DOES'NT RECOGNIZE NAME
998. DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE

PROBE FOR DK RESPONSE: "When you say "don't know" do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you have something else in mind?"
ENTER 1 AT SECOND INPUT IF PROBE USED; ENTER 5 IF PROBE NOT USED

NUM *** : V193
PROBE USED: V194
[GO TO Blk]
--- Bj(2) ---------

(You can choose any number between 0 and 100. The higher the number, the warmer or more favorable you feel toward that person; the lower the number, the colder or less favorable. You would rate the person at the 50 degree mark if you feel neither warm nor cold toward them. If we come to a person whose name you don't recognize, you don't need to rate that person. Just tell me and we'll move on to the next one.)

Jay Rockefeller? (How would you rate him using the thermometer?)

0-100. ENTER NUMBER
997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
998. DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE

PROBE FOR DK RESPONSE: "When you say "don't know" do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you have something else in mind?"
ENTER 1 AT SECOND INPUT IF PROBE USED; ENTER 5 IF PROBE NOT USED

NUM ### : V195
PROBE USED: V196

[GO TO Bj(3)]

--- Bj(3) ---------

(You can choose any number between 0 and 100. The higher the number, the warmer or more favorable you feel toward that person; the lower the number, the colder or less favorable. You would rate the person at the 50 degree mark if you feel neither warm nor cold toward them. If we come to a person whose name you don't recognize, you don't need to rate that person. Just tell me and we'll move on to the next one.)

Bob Kerrey? (How would you rate him using the thermometer?)

0-100. ENTER NUMBER
997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
998. DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE

PROBE FOR DK RESPONSE: "When you say "don't know" do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you have something else in mind?"
ENTER 1 AT SECOND INPUT IF PROBE USED; ENTER 5 IF PROBE NOT USED

NUM ### : V197
PROBE USED: V198
(You can choose any number between 0 and 100. The higher the number, the warmer or more favorable you feel toward that person; the lower the number, the colder or less favorable. You would rate the person at the 50 degree mark if you feel neither warm nor cold toward them. If we come to a person whose name you don't recognize, you don't need to rate that person. Just tell me and we'll move on to the next one.)

Colin Powell? (How would you rate him using the thermometer?)

0-100. ENTER NUMBER
997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
998. DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
PROBE FOR DK RESPONSE: "When you say "don't know" do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you have something else in mind?"
ENTER 1 AT SECOND INPUT IF PROBE USED; ENTER 5 IF PROBE NOT USED

NUM ### : V199
PROBE USED: V200

--- Blk ---------------

(V141)? (How would you rate (him/her) using the thermometer?)

0-100. ENTER NUMBER
997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
998. DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
PROBE FOR DK RESPONSE: "When you say "don't know" do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you have something else in mind?"
ENTER 1 AT SECOND INPUT IF PROBE USED; ENTER 5 IF PROBE NOT USED

NUM ### : V201
PROBE USED: V202
--- Bln ----------

(You can choose any number between 0 and 100. The higher the number, the warmer or more favorable you feel toward that person; the lower the number, the colder or less favorable. You would rate the person at the 50 degree mark if you feel neither warm nor cold toward them. If we come to a person whose name you don't recognize, you don't need to rate that person. Just tell me and we'll move on to the next one.)

[V142]? (How would you rate (him/her) using the thermometer?)

0-100. ENTER NUMBER
997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
998. DK WHERE TO RATE: CAN'T JUDGE

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
PROBE FOR DK RESPONSE: "When you say "don't know" do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you have something else in mind?"
ENTER 1 AT SECOND INPUT IF PROBE USED; ENTER 5 IF PROBE NOT USED

NUM ### : V203
PROBE USED: V204

--- B1p ----------

(You can choose any number between 0 and 100. The higher the number, the warmer or more favorable you feel toward that person; the lower the number, the colder or less favorable. You would rate the person at the 50 degree mark if you feel neither warm nor cold toward them. If we come to a person whose name you don't recognize, you don't need to rate that person. Just tell me and we'll move on to the next one.)

[V143]? (How would you rate (him/her) using the thermometer?)

0-100. ENTER NUMBER
997. R DOESN'T RECOGNIZE NAME
998. DK WHERE TO RATE: CAN'T JUDGE

---------------------------------------------------------------------------
PROBE FOR DK RESPONSE: "When you say "don't know" do you mean that you don't know who the person is or do you have something else in mind?"
ENTER 1 AT SECOND INPUT IF PROBE USED; ENTER 5 IF PROBE NOT USED

NUM ### : V205
PROBE USED: V206

[SK2 IF FORM 2 THEN GOTO B2a-f(2)]
[SK2 IF FORM 3 THEN GOTO B2a-f(3)]
And still using this thermometer, how would you rate the following:

- Immigrants from foreign countries?
- Conservatives?
- Blacks?
- Environmentalists?
- Palestinians?
- Cuban-Americans?

0-100. ENTER NUMBER
998. DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE

--- B2g-n(1) -------

(You can choose any number between 0 and 100. The higher the number, the warmer or more favorable you feel; the lower the number the colder or less favorable. You would rate the group at the 50 degree mark if you feel neither warm nor cold toward them.)

- The Democratic Party?
- Mexican-Americans?
- Japan?
- Moderates?
- Hispanics?
- Israel?

0-100. ENTER NUMBER
998. DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
You can choose any number between 0 and 100. The higher the number, the warmer or more favorable you feel; the lower the number the colder or less favorable. You would rate the group at the 50 degree mark if you feel neither warm nor cold toward them.)

Illegal Aliens?
Liberals?
Asian-Americans?
Anti-war Protesters?
Whites?
The Republican Party?
Puerto Ricans?

0-100. ENTER NUMBER

998. DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE

And still using this thermometer, how would you rate the following:

Conservatives?
People working to protect the environment?
Palestinians?
The Democratic Party?
Housewives?
Japan?

0-100. ENTER NUMBER

998. DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE
(You can choose any number between 0 and 100. The higher the number, the warmer or more favorable you feel; the lower the number the colder or less favorable. You would rate the group at the 50 degree mark if you feel neither warm nor cold toward them.)

Moderates?
Women's movement?
Israel?
Liberals?
Anti-war Protesters?
The Republican Party?
Feminists?

0-100. ENTER NUMBER
998. DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE

NUM ### : V213  NUM ### : V214  NUM ### : V216  NUM ### : V229
NUM ### : V228  NUM ### : V215  NUM ### : V217

[GO TO B3]
(You can choose any number between 0 and 100. The higher the number, the warmer or more favorable you feel; the lower the number the colder or less favorable. You would rate the group at the 50 degree mark if you feel neither warm nor cold toward them.)

And still using this thermometer, how would you rate the following:

Conservatives?
People who oppose the use of nuclear power?
Palestinians?
The Democratic Party?
Japan?
The elderly?

0-100. ENTER NUMBER
998. DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE

--- B2g-m(3) ---------

(Moderates?)
Israel?
Liberals?
Anti-war Protesters?
The Republican Party?

0-100. ENTER NUMBER
998. DK WHERE TO RATE; CAN'T JUDGE

--- B2a-f(3) --------

NUM ### : V209  NUM ### : V210  NUM ### : V212
NUM ### : V232  NUM ### : V211  NUM ### : V233
--- B3 ---------

Do you approve or disapprove of the way the U.S. Congress has been handling its job?

1. APPROVE
5. DISAPPROVE
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V234

[SK1 IF V234=1 THEN GOTO B3a
[SK1 IF V234=5 THEN GOTO B3b
[GO TO B4]

--- B3a ---------

Do you approve strongly or not strongly?

1. STRONGLY
2. NOT STRONGLY

NUM # : V235

[GO TO B4]

--- B3b ---------

Do you disapprove strongly or not strongly?

5. STRONGLY
4. NOT STRONGLY

NUM # : V236

--- B4 ---------

Do you think there are any important differences in what the Republicans and Democrats stand for?

1. YES
5. NO
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V246

[SK1 IF V246=1 THEN GOTO B4a
[GO TO B5]

--- B4a ---------

What are those differences? [PROBE "Anything else?" until R says "NO"]

OPEN : V247
B5 -----

In general, do you approve or disapprove of the way Representative [V143] has been handling (his/her) job?

1. APPROVE
5. DISAPPROVE
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # V248

[SK1 IF V248=1 THEN GOTO B5a
[SK1 IF V248=5 THEN GOTO B5b
[GO TO B6]

B5a -----

Do you approve strongly or not strongly?

1. STRONGLY
2. NOT STRONGLY

NUM # V249

[GO TO B6]

B5b -----

Do you disapprove strongly or not strongly?

5. STRONGLY
4. NOT STRONGLY

NUM # V250

B6 -----

In general, do you approve or disapprove of the way Senator [V141] has been handling (his/her) job?

1. APPROVE
5. DISAPPROVE
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # V251

[SK1 IF V251=1 THEN GOTO B6a
[SK1 IF V251=5 THEN GOTO B6b
[GO TO B7]

B6a -----

Do you approve strongly or not strongly?

1. STRONGLY
2. NOT STRONGLY

NUM # V252

[GO TO B7]
--- B6b ---------

Do you disapprove strongly or not strongly?

5. STRONGLY
4. NOT STRONGLY

NUM # : V253

--- B7 ---------

In general, do you approve or disapprove of the way Senator [V142] has been handling (his/her) job?

1. APPROVE
5. DISAPPROVE
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V254

[SK1 IF V254=1 THEN GOTO B7a]
[SK1 IF V254=5 THEN GOTO B7b]
[GO TO B8]

--- B7a ---------

Do you approve strongly or not strongly?

1. STRONGLY
2. NOT STRONGLY

NUM # : V255
[GO TO B8]

--- B7b ---------

Do you disapprove strongly or not strongly?

5. STRONGLY
4. NOT STRONGLY

NUM # : V256

--- B8 ---------

Generally speaking, do you usually think of yourself as a Republican, a Democrat, an Independent, or what?

1. REPUBLICAN
2. INDEPENDENT
3. NO PREFERENCE
4. OTHER PARTY
5. DEMOCRAT

NUM # : V239

[SK1 IF V239=1 THEN GOTO B8a]
[SK1 IF V239=5 THEN GOTO B8b]
[GO TO B8c]
--- B8a --------

Would you call yourself a **strong** Republican or a **not very strong** Republican?

1. **STRONG**
5. **NOT VERY STRONG**

NUM # : V240

[GO TO B9]

--- B8b --------

Would you call yourself a **strong** Democrat or a **not very strong** Democrat?

1. **STRONG**
5. **NOT VERY STRONG**

NUM # : V241

[GO TO B9]

--- B8c --------

Do you think of yourself as **closer to** the Republican Party or the Democratic Party?

1. **CLOSER TO REPUBLICAN**
3. **NEITHER**
5. **CLOSER TO DEMOCRATIC**

NUM # : V242

--- B9 --------

What do you think are the most important problems facing this country?

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
IWER: PROBE "Any other important problems facing the country?" UNTIL R SAYS "NO".

OPEN : V243

--- B9a --------

INTERVIEWER CHECKPOINT:

1. R DID NOT MENTION ANY PROBLEMS AT B9
2. R MENTIONED ONLY ONE PROBLEM AT B9
3. R MENTIONED MORE THAN ONE PROBLEM AT B9

NUM # : V244

[SK1 IF V244=3 THEN GOTO B9b
[GO TO C1]
Of those you've mentioned, what would you say is the single most important problem the country faces?

OPEN : V245

Do you think the Cold War between the United States and the Soviet Union is coming to an end or not?

1. COMING TO AN END/ALREADY OVER
5. NOT COMING TO AN END
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V300

Do you think the United States should give economic assistance to those countries in Eastern Europe which have turned toward democracy, or not?

1. SHOULD GIVE ASSISTANCE
5. SHOULD NOT GIVE ASSISTANCE
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V301

In the future, how willing should the United States be to use military force to solve international problems... extremely willing, very (willing), somewhat (willing), not very (willing), or never willing?

1. EXTREMELY WILLING
2. VERY WILLING
3. SOMEWHAT WILLING
4. NOT VERY WILLING
5. NEVER WILLING
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V302
I am going to read a list of possible foreign policy goals that the United States might have. For each one, please say whether you think that it should be a very important foreign policy goal, a somewhat important foreign policy goal, or not an important foreign policy goal at all?

Should securing adequate supplies of energy be a very important foreign policy goal, a somewhat important foreign policy goal, or not an important foreign policy goal at all?

1. VERY IMPORTANT
3. SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT
5. NOT IMPORTANT AT ALL
8. DON'T KNOW

--- C4b,c ---------

(How about...) Preventing the spread of nuclear weapons. (Should this be a very important foreign policy goal, a somewhat important foreign policy goal, or not an important foreign policy goal at all?)

And reducing environmental pollution around the world. (Should this be a very important foreign policy goal, a somewhat important foreign policy goal, or not an important foreign policy goal at all?)

1. VERY IMPORTANT
3. SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT
5. NOT IMPORTANT AT ALL
8. DON'T KNOW

--- C4d,e ---------

Protecting weaker nations against foreign aggression. (Should this be a very important foreign policy goal, a somewhat important foreign policy goal, or not an important foreign policy goal at all?)

Helping to bring a democratic form of government to other nations. (Should this be a very important foreign policy goal, a somewhat important foreign policy goal, or not an important foreign policy goal at all?)

1. VERY IMPORTANT
3. SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT
5. NOT IMPORTANT AT ALL
8. DON'T KNOW
Do you think we did the right thing in sending U.S. military forces to the Persian Gulf or should we have stayed out?

1. DID THE RIGHT THING
3. DEPENDS (VOLUNTEERED)
5. SHOULD HAVE STAYED OUT
7. OTHER - [PF10 TO SPECIFY]
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V310

--- C5a ---------

How important is this issue to you personally...extremely important, very (important), somewhat (important), or not (important) at all?

1. EXTREMELY IMPORTANT
2. VERY IMPORTANT
3. SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT
4. NOT IMPORTANT AT ALL
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V321

--- C6 ---------

Do you approve or disapprove of the way George Bush has handled the crisis in the Persian Gulf?

1. APPROVE
5. DISAPPROVE
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V311

[SK1 IF V311=1 THEN GOTO C6a
[SK1 IF V311=5 THEN GOTO C6b
[GO TO C7-9]

--- C6a ---------

Do you approve strongly or not strongly?

1. STRONGLY
2. NOT STRONGLY

NUM # : V312

[GO TO C7-9]
--- C6b --------

Do you disapprove strongly or not strongly?

5. STRONGLY
4. NOT STRONGLY

NUM # : V313

--- C7-9 --------

Which party is more likely to raise taxes, the Democrats, the Republicans, or wouldn't there be much difference between them?

Which party do you think would do a better job of handling the nation's economy... the Democrats, the Republicans, or wouldn't there be much difference between them?

Which party do you think would do a better job of handling foreign affairs, the Democrats, the Republicans, or wouldn't there be much difference between them?

1. DEMOCRATS
3. NOT MUCH DIFFERENCE
5. REPUBLICANS
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V314
NUM # : V315
NUM # : V316

--- C10a -------

When you see the American flag flying does it make you feel extremely good, very good, somewhat good, or not very good?

1. EXTREMELY GOOD
2. VERY GOOD
4. SOMewhat GOOD
5. NOT VERY GOOD
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V317

--- C10b -------

How strong is your love for your country ... extremely strong, very strong, somewhat strong, or not very strong?

1. EXTREMELY STRONG
2. VERY STRONG
4. SOMewhat STRONG
5. NOT VERY STRONG
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V318
We hear a lot of talk these days about liberals and conservatives. Please think of a seven-point scale on which the political views that people might hold are arranged from extremely liberal to extremely conservative. On this scale, a measurement of one means extremely liberal political views, and a measurement of seven means extremely conservative political views. Moderate or middle of the road is at point 4, and of course there are points in between at 2, 3, 5, and 6.

Where would you place yourself on this scale, or haven't you thought much about this?

1. EXTREMELY LIBERAL        4. MODERATE; MIDDLE OF THE ROAD
2. LIBERAL                    5. SLIGHTLY CONSERVATIVE
3. SLIGHTLY LIBERAL           6. CONSERVATIVE
0. HAVEN'T THOUGHT MUCH [DO NOT PROBE]  8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V359
[SK1 IF IN(V359,"N:0,8,9") THEN GOTO D1a
[GO TO D1b-d]

If you had to choose, would you consider yourself a liberal, or a conservative?

1. LIBERAL
3. MODERATE; MIDDLE OF THE ROAD
5. CONSERVATIVE
7. R REFUSES TO CHOOSE
8. DON'T KNOW [DON'T PROBE]

NUM # : V360
[SK1 IF V360>7 THEN GOTO D2]

Where would you place George Bush on this scale?

Where would you place the Democratic Party?

Where would you place the Republican Party?

1. EXTREMELY LIBERAL        4. MODERATE; MIDDLE OF THE ROAD
2. LIBERAL                    5. SLIGHTLY CONSERVATIVE
3. SLIGHTLY LIBERAL           6. CONSERVATIVE
8. DON'T KNOW [DO NOT PROBE]  7. EXTREMELY CONSERVATIVE

NUM # : V361
NUM # : V362
NUM # : V363
We are interested in how people are getting along financially these days. Would you say that you (and your family living there) are better off or worse off financially than you were a year ago?

1. BETTER OFF
3. SAME (VOLUNTEERED)
5. WORSE OFF
8. DON'T KNOW

--- D2a -------

Is that much better off or somewhat better off?

1. MUCH BETTER
2. SOMEWHAT BETTER

--- D2b -------

Is that much worse off or somewhat worse off?

5. MUCH WORSE
4. SOMEWHAT WORSE

--- D3 -------

How about the economy in the country as a whole. Would you say that over the past year the nation's economy has gotten better, stayed about the same, or gotten worse?

1. GOTTEN BETTER
3. STAYED THE SAME
5. GOTTEN WORSE
8. DON'T KNOW
(Would you say much better or somewhat better?)

1. MUCH BETTER
2. SOMEWHAT BETTER

NUM # : V374

[GO TO E1]

(Would you say much worse or somewhat worse?)

5. MUCH WORSE
4. SOMEWHAT WORSE

NUM # : V375

Some people believe that we should spend much less money for defense. Suppose these people are at one end of a scale at point number 1. Others feel that defense spending should be greatly increased. Suppose these people are at the other end, at point 7. And, of course, some other people have opinions somewhere in between at points 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6.

Where would you place yourself on this scale, or haven't you thought much about this?

1-7. ENTER NUMBER
0. HAVEN'T THOUGHT MUCH (DO NOT PROBE)
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V390
[SKI IF IN(V390,"N;0,8") THEN GOTO E2]

Some people believe that we should spend much less money for defense. Suppose these people are at one end of the scale at point number 1. Others feel that defense spending should be greatly increased. Suppose these people are at the other end, at point 7. And, of course, some other people have opinions somewhere in between at points 2, 3, 4, 5, or 6.)

Where would you place George Bush on this scale?

(Where would you place) the Democratic Party?

(Where would you place) the Republican Party?

1-7. ENTER NUMBER
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V391
NUM # : V392
NUM # : V393
--- E2 ---------

If the election to the U.S. House of Representatives were held today, who would you be more inclined to vote for, the Democratic candidate or the Republican candidate?

1. DEMOCRATIC CANDIDATE
3. UNDECIDED/I VOTE FOR PERSON, NOT PARTY; DON'T KNOW
5. REPUBLICAN CANDIDATE

NUM # : V395

--- E3 ---------

A law has been proposed that would limit members of Congress to no more than 12 years of service in that office. Do you favor or oppose such a law?

1. FAVOR
5. OPPOSE
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V396

--- E4 ---------

Looking ahead, do you think the problem of keeping out of war would be handled better by the Republicans, by the Democrats, or about the same by both?

1. BETTER BY REPUBLICANS
3. SAME BY BOTH
5. BETTER BY DEMOCRATS
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V397

--- E5 ---------

During the past year, would you say the United States' position in the world has grown weaker, stayed about the same, or has it grown stronger?

1. WEAKER
3. STAYED THE SAME
5. STRONGER
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V398
How important is it for the U.S. to have a strong military force in order to be effective in dealing with our enemies? Is it extremely important, very important, somewhat important, or not at all important?

1. EXTREMELY IMPORTANT
2. VERY IMPORTANT
3. SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT
4. NOT IMPORTANT AT ALL
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V399

How worried are you about our country getting into a conventional war at this time, one in which nuclear weapons are not used? Are you very worried, somewhat worried, or not worried at all?

1. VERY WORRIED
3. SOMEWHAT WORRIED
5. NOT WORRIED
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V400

Do you agree or disagree with this statement: This country would be better off if we just stayed home and did not concern ourselves with problems in other parts of the world.

1. AGREE
5. DISAGREE
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V401

How worried are you about our country getting into a nuclear war at this time? Are you very worried, somewhat worried, or not worried at all?

1. VERY WORRIED
3. SOMEWHAT WORRIED
5. NOT WORRIED
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V402
People have different ideas about the government in Washington. These ideas don't refer to Democrats or Republicans in particular, but just to the government in general. We want to see how you feel about these ideas. For example:

How much of the time do you think you can trust the government in Washington to do what is right -- just about always, most of the time, or only some of the time?

1. JUST ABOUT ALWAYS
3. MOST OF THE TIME
5. SOME OF THE TIME
7. R VOLUNTEERS: NONE OF THE TIME
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V403

Would you say that the government is pretty much run by a few big interests looking out for themselves or that it is run for the benefit of all the people?

1. BENEFIT OF ALL
5. FEW BIG INTERESTS
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V404

Please tell me whether you strongly agree, agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, disagree somewhat, or strongly disagree with this statement: People like me don't have any say about what the government does.

1. STRONGLY AGREE
2. AGREE SOMEWHAT
3. NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE
4. DISAGREE SOMEWHAT
5. STRONGLY DISAGREE

NUM # : V406
Now, turning to the troubles in the Middle East before the war in the Persian Gulf started, Congress debated whether to continue economic sanctions or to give President Bush the authority to use military forces to get Iraq out of Kuwait. At that time, were you for continuing to rely on sanctions, or were you in favor of authorizing the President to use military force, or didn't you have an opinion on this?

1. FOR CONTINUING SANCTIONS
2. FOR USE OF FORCE
8. DON'T KNOW
D. NO OPINION
X. DON'T KNOW

Do you remember how [V143], your representative in the U.S. House of Representatives, voted on the use of force in the Persian Gulf?

1. YES
5. NO/DON'T REMEMBER/DON'T KNOW

(Did (he/she) vote for or against the use of force?)

1. FOR
5. AGAINST
8. DON'T KNOW

Would you guess that (he/she) probably voted for or against the use of force?

1. FOR
5. AGAINST
8. DON'T KNOW
--- F3 ---------

Do you remember how Senator [V141]
voted on the use of force in the Persian Gulf?

1. YES
5. NO/DON'T REMEMBER/DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V424

[SK1 IF V424=1 THEN GOTO F3a
[GO TO F3b]

--- F3a ---------

(Did (he/she) vote for or against the use of force?)

1. FOR
5. AGAINST
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V425

[GO TO F4]

--- F3b ---------

Would you guess that (he/she) probably voted for or
against the use of force?

1. FOR
5. AGAINST
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V426

--- F4 ---------

Do you remember how Senator [V142]
voted on the use of force in the Persian Gulf?

1. YES
5. NO/DON'T REMEMBER/DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V427

[SK1 IF V427=1 THEN GOTO F4a
[GO TO F4b]

--- F4a ---------

(Did (he/she) vote for or against the use of force?)

1. FOR
5. AGAINST
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V428

[GO TO F5]
--- F4b --------

Would you guess that (he/she) probably voted for or against the use of force?

1. FOR
5. AGAINST
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM #: V429

--- F5 --------

Before the war actually started, do you think one political party was more in favor of using military force in the Persian Gulf than the other party was, or do you think they were about equal in their support for using force?

1. ONE PARTY MORE
5. ABOUT EQUAL
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM #: V430
[SK1 IF V430=1 THEN GOTO F5a
[GO TO F6a]

--- F5a --------

(Which party supported the use of force more?)

1. DEMOCRAT
5. REPUBLICAN
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM #: V431

--- F6a --------

We are interested in the feelings you might have had during the Persian Gulf War - not the feelings you have now, but how you felt then, during the war. During the war, did you ever feel...

Proud?

1. YES
5. NO

NUM #: V432
[SK1 IF V432>1 THEN GOTO F6c

--- F6b --------

Did you feel this way strongly or not so strongly?

1. STRONGLY
5. NOT SO STRONGLY
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM #: V433
(We are interested in the feelings you might have had during the Persian Gulf War - not the feelings you have now, but how you felt then, during the war. During the war, did you ever feel...)

Upset?

1. YES
5. NO

NUM # : V434

[SK IF V434>1 THEN GOTO F6e]

--- F6d ---------

Did you feel this way strongly or not so strongly?

1. STRONGLY
5. NOT SO STRONGLY
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V435

--- F6e ---------

(We are interested in the feelings you might have had during the Persian Gulf War - not the feelings you have now, but how you felt then, during the war. During the war, did you ever feel...)

Sympathy for the Iraqi people?

1. YES
5. NO

NUM # : V440

[SK IF V440>1 THEN GOTO F6g]

--- F6f ---------

Did you feel this way strongly or not so strongly?

1. STRONGLY
5. NOT SO STRONGLY
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V441
(We are interested in the feelings you might have had during the Persian Gulf War - not the feelings you have now, but how you felt then, during the war. During the war, did you ever feel...)

Worried that the fighting might spread?

1. YES
5. NO

NUM # : V444

[SK1 IF V444>1 THEN GOTO F6j]

--- F6h -------

Did you feel this way strongly or not so strongly?

1. STRONGLY
5. NOT SO STRONGLY
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V445

--- F6j -------

(We are interested in the feelings you might have had during the Persian Gulf War - not the feelings you have now, but how you felt then, during the war. During the war, did you ever feel...)

Angry at Saddam Hussein?

1. YES
5. NO

NUM # : V446

[SK1 IF V446>1 THEN GOTO F6m]

--- F6k -------

Did you feel this way strongly or not so strongly?

1. STRONGLY
5. NOT SO STRONGLY
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V447
(We are interested in the feelings you might have had during the Persian Gulf War - not the feelings you have now, but how you felt then, during the war. During the war, did you ever feel...)

Disgusted at the killing?

1. YES
5. NO

NUM # : V448

[SK1 IF V448>1 THEN GOTO F6p

--- F6n -----------

Did you feel this way strongly or not so strongly?

1. STRONGLY
5. NOT SO STRONGLY
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V449

--- F6p -----------

(We are interested in the feelings you might have had during the Persian Gulf War - not the feelings you have now, but how you felt then, during the war. During the war, did you ever feel...)

Afraid for American troops?

1. YES
5. NO

NUM # : V452

[SK1 IF V452>1 THEN GOTO F7

--- F6q -----------

Did you feel this way strongly or not so strongly?

1. STRONGLY
5. NOT SO STRONGLY
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V453
--- F7 ---------

How much attention did you pay to news about the war in the Persian Gulf -- a great deal, quite a bit, some, very little, or none?

1. A GREAT DEAL
2. QUITE A BIT
3. SOME
4. VERY LITTLE
5. NONE

NUM # : V476

--- F8 ---------

After the fighting started, do you think one political party supported the war more than the other party did, or do you think they were about equal in their support of the war?

1. ONE PARTY MORE
5. ABOUT EQUAL
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V454

[SK1 IF V454=1 THEN GOTO F8a
[GO TO F9]

--- F8a ---------

(Which party supported the war more?)

1. DEMOCRAT
5. REPUBLICAN
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V455

--- F9 ---------

As you look back on the Persian Gulf War now, do you think that anything good came of it for the United States?

1. YES
5. NO
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V456

[SK1 IF V456=1 THEN GOTO F9a
[GO TO F10]

--- F9a ---------

(What did you have in mind?) [PROBE "Anything else?" UNTIL R SAYS "NO"]

OPEN : V457
Other than losing lives, do you think anything bad came of the war for the United States?

1. YES
5. NO
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V458
[SK1 IF V458=1 THEN GOTO F10a
[GO TO F11]

(What did you have in mind?) [PROBE "Anything else?" UNTIL R SAYS "NO"]

OPEN : V459

All things considered, do you think the war was worth the cost or not?

1. WORTH IT
5. NOT WORTH IT
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V460

How worried are you that another war will break out in the Middle East in the next few years? Are you very worried, somewhat worried, or not worried at all?

1. VERY WORRIED
3. SOMEWHAT WORRIED
5. NOT WORRIED AT ALL
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V475

Some people say there should be no bombing of targets near where civilians live because it is immoral to risk innocent lives. Others say such bombing may be necessary in wartime. Which of these is closest to your position: (that there should be no bombing near where civilians live, or that such bombing may be necessary in wartime?)

1. NO BOMBING NEAR CIVILIANS
3. NEITHER, BOTH, ETC. (VOLUNTEERED)
5. SUCH BOMBING MAY BE NECESSARY IN WARTIME

NUM # : V462

[SK1 IF V462=1 THEN GOTO F13a
[SK1 IF V462=5 THEN GOTO F13a
[GO TO F14]
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--- F13a --------
Do you feel strongly or not so strongly about this?

1. STRONGLY
5. NOT SO STRONGLY

NUM #: V463

--- F14 --------
Do you have any relatives or close friends who were called up for or who served in the Persian Gulf War?

1. YES
5. NO
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM #: V465

[SK1 IF V465=1 THEN GOTO F14a
[GO TO F15]

--- F14a --------
What was that person's relationship to you?

1. SPOUSE
2. PARENT
3. CHILD
4. BROTHER OR SISTER
5. BROTHER-IN-LAW OR SISTER-IN-LAW
6. Nieces, Nephews, Cousins
7. Son-in-law, Daughter-in-law
8. Close Friend
9. Other - PF10 to specify

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
IWER: ENTER ALL THAT APPLY, UP TO 4 MENTIONS.
ENTER 0 FOR NO FURTHER MENTIONS.

NUM ## : V466
NUM ## : V468
NUM ## : V467
NUM ## : V469

[SK2 IF V467=0 THEN GOTO F15
[SK3 IF V468=0 THEN GOTO F15

--- F15 --------
Some people think that the U.S. and its allies should have continued to fight Iraq until Saddam Hussein was driven from power. Others think that the U.S. was right to stop fighting after Kuwait was liberated. What do you think? Should the war have continued or should it have stopped?

1. SHOULD HAVE CONTINUED
3. DON'T KNOW/NEITHER/BOTH, ETC. (VOLUNTEERED)
5. SHOULD HAVE STOPPED

NUM #: V470
--- F16 ---------

Here are two statements. Which is closer to your view:

ONE, we did not act quickly enough to give aid to the Kurdish people after the fighting stopped; OR

TWO, the Kurdish situation is an internal Iraqi problem and we should not be involved at all.

1. WE DID NOT ACT QUICKLY ENOUGH
2. DONT KNOW/NEITHER/BOTH, ETC. (VOLUNTEERED)
3. WE SHOULD NOT BE INVOLVED AT ALL

NUM # : V471

--- F17 ---------

Some people say that because of past discrimination, blacks should be given preference in hiring and promotion. Others say that such preference in hiring and promotion of blacks is wrong because it gives blacks advantages they haven't earned. What about your opinion -- are you for or against preferential hiring and promotion of blacks?

1. FOR
3. NEITHER FOR NOR AGAINST (VOLUNTEERED)
5. AGAINST
8. DONT KNOW

NUM # : V472

[SK1 IF V472=1 THEN GOTO F17a
[SK1 IF V472=2 THEN GOTO F17b
[GO TO F18,19]

--- F17a ---------

Do you favor preference in hiring and promotion strongly or not strongly?

1. FAVOR STRONGLY
2. FAVOR NOT STRONGLY
8. DONT KNOW

NUM # : V477

[GO TO F18,19]

--- F17b ---------

Do you oppose preference in hiring and promotion strongly or not strongly?

5. OPPOSE STRONGLY
4. OPPOSE NOT STRONGLY
8. DONT KNOW

NUM # : V478
Would you say that the Democratic party is mainly for or against preferential hiring and promotion of blacks?

What about the Republican party? (Is it mainly for or against preferential hiring and promotion of blacks?)

1. FOR
5. AGAINST
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V473
NUM # : V474

How many days in the last week did you watch religious programs on T.V. or listen to religious programs on the radio, other than services of local churches?

0. NONE
1-6. ENTER NUMBER OF DAYS
7. EVERY DAY
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V480

[SK1 IF FORM 2 THEN GOTO J0]
[SK1 IF FORM 3 THEN GOTO K0]
There has been some debate about government services in recent years. Some people think the government should reduce services, even in areas such as health and education, in order to reduce spending. Suppose these people are at one end of a seven-point scale at point number 1. Other people think the government should increase services, even if it means an increase in spending. Suppose these people are at the other end of the scale at point number 7. And, of course, other people have opinions somewhere in between, at points 2, 3, 4, 5, and 6.

Where would you place yourself on this scale, or haven't you thought much about this?

1-7. ENTER NUMBER
8. DON'T KNOW
0. HAVEN'T THOUGHT MUCH

--- H1 -----

Some people say that there are certain qualities that make a person a true American. Others say that there isn't anything that makes one person more American than another. I'm going to read some of the things that have been mentioned. For each of the following, tell me how important you think it is in making someone a true American -- extremely important, very (important), somewhat (important), or not at all (important).

Is voting in elections extremely important, very (important), somewhat (important), or not at all (important) in making someone a true American?

1. EXTREMELY IMPORTANT
2. VERY IMPORTANT
3. SOMewhat IMPORTANT
4. NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V490
How about believing in God? (Is it extremely important, very (important), somewhat (important), or not at all (important) in making someone a true American?)

Trying to get ahead on your own effort? (Is it extremely important, very (important), somewhat (important), or not at all (important) in making someone a true American?)

Treating people of all races and backgrounds equally? (Is it extremely important, very (important), somewhat (important), or not at all (important) in making someone a true American?)

1. EXTREMELY IMPORTANT
2. VERY IMPORTANT
3. SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT
4. NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT
8. DON'T KNOW

--------------------------

Speaking English? (Is it extremely important, very (important), somewhat (important), or not at all (important) in making someone a true American?)

Respecting people's freedom to say what they want no matter how much you disagree? (Is it extremely important, very (important), somewhat (important), or not at all (important) in making someone a true American?)

1. EXTREMELY IMPORTANT
2. VERY IMPORTANT
3. SOMEWHAT IMPORTANT
4. NOT AT ALL IMPORTANT
8. DON'T KNOW

--------------------------

Do you favor a law making English the official language of the United States, meaning government business would be conducted in English only, or do you oppose such a law?

1. FAVOR
3. NEITHER FAVOR NOR OPPOSE
5. OPPOSE

[SK1 IF V500=1 THEN GOTO H2a
[SK1 IF V500=5 THEN GOTO H2b
[GO TO H3]
--- H2a ---------

Do you favor such a law strongly or not so strongly?

1. FAVOR STRONGLY
2. FAVOR NOT SO STRONGLY
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM #     : V501

[GO TO H3]

--- H2b ---------

Do you oppose such a law strongly or not so strongly?

5. OPPOSE STRONGLY
4. OPPOSE NOT SO STRONGLY
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM #     : V502

--- H3 ---------

There are several different ideas about how to teach children who don't speak English when they enter our public schools. Which one of the following three statements best describe how you feel:

1. One, All classes should be conducted only in English so that children have to learn English right from the start.

2. Two, Children who don't know English should have classes in their native language just for a year or two until they learn English.

3. Three, There should be two sets of classes all the way through high school so that children can keep up their native language and culture if they want to.

8. DON'T KNOW

NUM #     : V503
Some people say that it is only fair that some good jobs be reserved for racial and ethnic minorities in about the same percent that they make up in the overall population. For example, if minorities made up 30% of the U.S. population, then 30% of all the jobs would be reserved for them. Others say that reserving positions for minorities like that would be unfair because it doesn't treat people as individuals. Are you for or against reserving jobs for racial and ethnic minorities according to their percent in the whole population?

1. FOR
3. NEITHER FOR NOR AGAINST
5. AGAINST
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V504

[SK1 IF V504=1 THEN GOTO H4a
[SK1 IF V504=5 THEN GOTO H4b
[GO TO H5]

--- H4a ------

Are you strongly for this or not so strongly?

1. STRONGLY FOR
2. NOT SO STRONGLY FOR
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V505

[GO TO H5]

--- H4b ------

Are you strongly against this or not so strongly?

5. STRONGLY AGAINST
4. NOT SO STRONGLY AGAINST
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V506
Some people say that it is better for America if different racial and ethnic groups maintain their distinct cultures. Others say that it is better if groups change so that they blend into the larger society as in the idea of a melting pot. Which of these positions comes closer to your own opinion:

(One, racial and ethnic groups should maintain their distinct cultures, or Two, that groups should change so that they blend into the larger society?)

1. GROUPS SHOULD MAINTAIN THEIR DISTINCT CULTURES
3. NEITHER/BOTH, ETC. (VOLUNTEERED)
5. GROUPS SHOULD CHANGE AND BLEND INTO THE LARGER SOCIETY
8. DON'T KNOW

Do you feel strongly about this or not so strongly?

1. STRONGLY
5. NOT SO STRONGLY
8. DON'T KNOW

Do you think the number of immigrants from foreign countries who are permitted to come to the United States to live should be increased, decreased, or left the same as it is now?

1. INCREASED
3. LEFT THE SAME
5. DECREASED
8. DON'T KNOW
Many different groups of people have come to the United States at different times in our history. In recent years the population of the United States has been changing to include many more people of Hispanic background. I'm going to read a list of things that people say may happen because of the growing number of Hispanic people in the United States. For each of these things, please say how likely it is to happen -- extremely likely, very likely, somewhat likely, or not at all likely?

How likely is it that the growing number of Hispanics will improve our culture with new ideas and customs?

1. EXTREMELY LIKELY
2. VERY LIKELY
3. SOMEWHAT LIKELY
4. NOT AT ALL LIKELY
8. DON'T KNOW

(For each of these things, please say how likely you think it is to happen -- extremely likely, very likely, somewhat likely, or not at all likely?)

(How likely is it) to take jobs away from people already here?

(How likely is it) to cause higher taxes due to more demands for public services?

(How likely is it) to cause an increase in crime?

(How likely is it) to threaten the place of English as the country's common language?

1. EXTREMELY LIKELY
2. VERY LIKELY
3. SOMEWHAT LIKELY
4. NOT AT ALL LIKELY
8. DON'T KNOW
--- H8 ---------

As you were answering questions about Hispanics in this interview, what particular nationality, or groups of people, were you thinking about?

1. PUERTO RICANS
2. CUBAN-AMERICANS/CUBANS
3. MEXICAN-AMERICANS/MEXICANS
7. OTHER - PF10 TO SPECIFY
8. DON'T KNOW

---------------------------------------------------------------------------IWER: ACCEPT UP TO 3 MENTIONS. USE THE RESPONSE CATEGORIES, BUT DO NOT READ THEM. PROBE "Any Other?". ENTER 0 FOR NO FURTHER MENTIONS.

NUM # : V524
NUM # : V525

[SK2 IF V525=0 THEN GOTO H9-11

--- H9-11 ---------

In the country as a whole, what percent of the U.S. population today would you say is black?

What percent would you say is Jewish?

What percent would you say is Hispanic?

1-100. ENTER PERCENT
998. DON'T KNOW
999. REFUSED

NUM ### : V536
NUM ### : V537

[GO TO M11]
SECTION J IS ASKED OF FORM 2 RESPONDENTS ONLY

--- J0 ---------

There has been some debate about government services in recent years. Some people think the government should reduce services, even in areas such as health and education, in order to reduce spending. Other people think the government should increase services, even if it means an increase in spending. What about you? Do you think the government should reduce services a lot, reduce services somewhat, reduce services a little, continue the same services it provides now, increase services a little, increase services somewhat, increase services a lot, or haven't you thought much about this?

1. REDUCE A LOT
2. REDUCE SOMEWHAT
3. REDUCE A LITTLE
4. CONTINUE WITH THE SAME SERVICES IT PROVIDES NOW
5. INCREASE A LITTLE
6. INCREASE SOMEWHAT
7. INCREASE A LOT
8. DON'T KNOW/HAVEN'T THOUGHT MUCH ABOUT IT

NUM # : V549

--- J1 ---------

When reading or listening to the news, how much attention do you pay to issues that especially affect women as a group? A lot, some, a little, or not at all?

1. A LOT
2. SOME
3. A LITTLE
4. NOT AT ALL

NUM # : V550

--- J2a,b ---------

Now I am going to read several statements. After each one, I would like you to tell me whether you agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, disagree somewhat, or disagree strongly with this statement.

The world is always changing and we should adjust our view of moral behavior to those changes.

If people were treated more equally in this country we would have many fewer problems.

1. AGREE STRONGLY
2. AGREE SOMEWHAT
3. NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE
4. DISAGREE SOMEWHAT
5. DISAGREE STRONGLY
6. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V551
NUM # : V552
(Now I am going to read several statements. After each one, I would like you to tell me whether you agree strongly, agree somewhat, neither agree nor disagree, disagree somewhat, or disagree strongly with this statement.)

The newer lifestyles are contributing to the breakdown of our society.

We have gone too far in pushing equal rights in this country.

1. AGREE STRONGLY
2. AGREE SOMEWHAT
3. NEITHER AGREE NOR DISAGREE
4. DISAGREE SOMEWHAT
5. DISAGREE STRONGLY
8. DON'T KNOW

-- J3 ---------------

Do you think of yourself as a feminist?

1. YES
3. DON'T THINK IN THOSE TERMS (VOLUNTEERED)
5. NO
8. DON'T KNOW

-- J3a ---------------

Do you think of yourself as a strong feminist or a not so strong feminist?

1. STRONG
5. NOT SO STRONG
8. DON'T KNOW

-- J4 ---------------

Some people think that the best way for women to improve their position is for each woman to become better trained and more qualified, and do the best she can as an individual. Others think that while individuals efforts are important, the best way for women to really improve their position is if they work together. Which is closest to your view, that individual effort is enough, or that women also need to work together.

1. INDIVIDUAL EFFORT
2. WOMEN ALSO NEED TO WORK TOGETHER
8. DON'T KNOW
Recently there has been a lot of debate about the role women should play in the military. Although there is no draft right now, if we needed a draft to get enough people into military service, do you think men and women should both be subject to the draft or do you think only men should be drafted?

1. MEN AND WOMEN BOTH SHOULD BE DRAFTED
3. I DON'T BELIEVE IN THE DRAFT
5. ONLY MEN SHOULD BE DRAFTED
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V558

Do you think that businesses should be required to give women at least 10 weeks of paid leave to take care of a new baby or not?

1. SHOULD GIVE PAID LEAVE
5. SHOULD NOT GIVE PAID LEAVE
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V578

[SK1 IF V578>5 THEN GOTO J7]

Do you feel strongly or not so strongly about this?

1. STRONGLY
5. NOT SO STRONGLY
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V579

J7 IS ONLY ASKED OF FEMALE RESPONDENTS

How often do you find yourself feeling a sense of pride as a woman in the accomplishments of other women? Most of the time, some of the time, occasionally, or almost never?

1. MOST OF THE TIME
2. SOME OF THE TIME
3. OCCASIONALLY
4. ALMOST NEVER
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V560

[SK0 IF V48=1 THEN GOTO J8]
--- J8 ----------

How often do you find yourself angry about the way women are treated in society? Most of the time, some of the time, occasionally, or almost never?

1. MOST OF THE TIME
2. SOME OF THE TIME
3. OCCASIONALLY
4. ALMOST NEVER
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V561

--- J9 ----------

In society today some people focus their attention mostly on making a home and caring for their families. Others focus their attention mostly on work outside the home. Still others focus their attention about equally on both home and work. Which comes closest to how you see yourself?

1. FOCUS ATTENTION MOSTLY ON HOME AND FAMILY
3. FOCUS EQUALLY ON HOME AND WORK
5. FOCUS MOSTLY ON WORK OUTSIDE THE HOME
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V562

--- J10 ----------

Thinking about the overall situation of men and women in society today, do you think that men have more opportunities than women, or that men and women have equal opportunities, or that women have more opportunities than men?

1. MEN HAVE MORE OPPORTUNITIES THAN WOMEN
2. MEN AND WOMEN HAVE EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES
3. WOMEN HAVE MORE OPPORTUNITIES THAN MEN
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V563

[SK1 IF V563>3 THEN GOTO J11]

--- J10a ----------

How does this make you feel? Would you say it pleases you, bothers you, or doesn't make you feel one way or the other?

1. PLEASES
3. DOESN'T MAKE R FEEL ONE WAY OR THE OTHER
5. BOTHERS
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V564
Some people say that the only way for men and women to be equal in society is if they play the same kinds of roles in government, business, and the family. Others say that equality can exist even if men and women play very different kinds of roles. Which would you say, that men and women cannot be equal in society unless they play the same kinds of roles, OR that men and women can play different roles in society and still be equal?

1. SIMILAR ROLES NEEDED FOR EQUALITY
5. DIFFERENT ROLES CAN STILL BRING EQUALITY
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V567
[SK1 IF V567>5 THEN GOTO J12

Do you feel strongly or not so strongly about this?

1. STRONGLY
5. NOT SO STRONGLY
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V568

People have different opinions about how much power and influence women have in society compared to men. Thinking about the way things really are in government and politics today, do you think men have more power and influence than women, OR that men and women have about equal power and influence, OR, that women have more power and influence than men?

1. MEN HAVE MORE POWER AND INFLUENCE THAN WOMEN
2. MEN AND WOMEN HAVE ABOUT EQUAL POWER AND INFLUENCE
3. WOMEN HAVE MORE POWER AND INFLUENCE THAN MEN
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V569

People disagree about how much power and influence they think women ought to have compared to men. Thinking about how you would like things to be in government and politics, do you think men should have more power and influence, OR that men and women should have about equal power and influence, OR that women should have more power and influence?

1. MEN SHOULD HAVE MORE POWER AND INFLUENCE THAN WOMEN
2. MEN AND WOMEN SHOULD HAVE ABOUT EQUAL POWER AND INFLUENCE
3. WOMEN SHOULD HAVE MORE POWER AND INFLUENCE THAN MEN
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V570
[SK1 IF V570>3 THEN GOTO J14
--- J13a ---------

Do you feel strongly or not so strongly about this?

1. STRONGLY
5. NOT SO STRONGLY
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V571

--- J14 ---------

Thinking about the way things really are in their families, do you think men have more power and influence, OR that men and women have about equal power and influence, OR that women have more power and influence?

1. MEN HAVE MORE POWER AND INFLUENCE THAN WOMEN
2. MEN AND WOMEN HAVE ABOUT EQUAL POWER AND INFLUENCE
3. WOMEN HAVE MORE POWER AND INFLUENCE THAN MEN
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V572

--- J15 ---------

In their families, do you think men should have more power and influence, OR that men and women should have about equal power and influence, OR that women should have more power and influence?

1. MEN SHOULD HAVE MORE POWER AND INFLUENCE THAN WOMEN
2. MEN AND WOMEN SHOULD HAVE ABOUT EQUAL POWER AND INFLUENCE
3. WOMEN SHOULD HAVE MORE POWER AND INFLUENCE THAN MEN
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V573

[SK1 IF V573>3 THEN GOTO J16]

--- J15a ---------

Do you feel strongly or not so strongly about this?

1. STRONGLY
5. NOT SO STRONGLY
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V574
Thinking about the way things really are in business and industry, do you think men have more power and influence, OR that men and women have about equal power and influence, OR that women have more power and influence?

1. MEN HAVE MORE POWER AND INFLUENCE THAN WOMEN
2. MEN AND WOMEN HAVE ABOUT EQUAL POWER AND INFLUENCE
3. WOMEN HAVE MORE POWER AND INFLUENCE THAN MEN
8. DON'T KNOW

---

In business and industry, do you think men should have more power and influence, OR that men and women should have about equal power and influence, OR that women should have more power and influence?

1. MEN SHOULD HAVE MORE POWER AND INFLUENCE THAN WOMEN
2. MEN AND WOMEN SHOULD HAVE ABOUT EQUAL POWER AND INFLUENCE
3. WOMEN SHOULD HAVE MORE POWER AND INFLUENCE THAN MEN
8. DON'T KNOW

---

Do you feel strongly or not so strongly about this?

1. STRONGLY
5. NOT SO STRONGLY
8. DON'T KNOW
There has been some debate about government services in recent years. Some people think the government should reduce services, even in areas such as health and education, in order to reduce spending. Other people think the government should increase services, even if it means an increase in spending. What about you? Do you think the government should reduce services, increase services, should the government continue providing the same services it does now, or haven't you thought much about this?

1. REDUCE SERVICES  
3. SAME SERVICES IT DOES NOW  
5. INCREASE SERVICES  
0. HAVEN'T THOUGHT MUCH

NUM # : V597  
[SK1 IF V597=1 THEN GOTO K0a]  
[SK1 IF V597=5 THEN GOTO K0b]  
[GO TO K1]

--- K0a ----------

Do you think the government should reduce services a lot, reduce services somewhat, or reduce services a little?

1. REDUCE A LOT  
2. REDUCE SOMEWHAT  
3. REDUCE A LITTLE

NUM # : V598  
[GO TO K1]

--- K0b ----------

Do you think the government should increase services a little, increase services somewhat, or increases services a lot?

1. INCREASE A LITTLE  
2. INCREASE SOMEWHAT  
3. INCREASE A LOT

NUM # : V599

--- K1 ----------

Some people say that the nation needs more nuclear energy in order to meet our needs for the future. Other people say that the danger to the environment and the possibility of accidents are too great. What do you think? Are you in favor of building more nuclear energy power plants, would you favor operating only those that are already built, or would you prefer to see all nuclear power plants close down?

1. BUILDING MORE PLANTS  
2. OPERATING ONLY THOSE ALREADY BUILT  
3. ALL PLANTS CLOSED DOWN  
5. DON'T KNOW/DEPENDS (VOLUNTEERED)

NUM # : V603
Some people say the government should force business and industry to stop polluting the environment, even if it means that some companies have to lay off workers or shut down. Others say it is more important to protect worker's jobs, even if it means we have to live with more pollution than we'd like. Which is closer to your opinion: we should stop pollution even if it costs jobs, or we should protect jobs even if it means more pollution?

1. STOP POLLUTION
2. PROTECT JOBS
8. DON'T KNOW; R CANNOT MAKE CHOICE

NUM # : V604

[SK1 IF V604>2 THEN GOTO K3

--- K2a ---------

Do you feel strongly about this or not so strongly?

1. STRONGLY
5. NOT SO STRONGLY
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V605

--- K3 ---------

Some people feel that bird and animal species in danger of dying out must be protected, even if this means that some workers may lose their jobs. Others say protecting jobs is more important. Which is more important to you: protecting endangered species, or protecting jobs?

1. PROTECTING ENDANGERED SPECIES
2. PROTECTING JOBS
8. DON'T KNOW/CAN'T OR WON'T CHOOSE

NUM # : V606

[SK1 IF V606>2 THEN GOTO L1

--- K3a ---------

Do you feel strongly about this or not so strongly?

1. STRONGLY
5. NOT SO STRONGLY
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V607
We'd like to talk about a different topic now.

In your opinion, are Social Security payments to the elderly too low, about the right amount, or too high?

1. TOO LOW
3. ABOUT RIGHT
5. TOO HIGH
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V608

[SK1 IF V608=1 THEN GOTO L1a
[SK1 IF V608=5 THEN GOTO L1b
[GO TO L2]

--- L1a ---------

Are payments much too low, or somewhat too low?

1. MUCH TOO LOW
2. SOMewhat TOO LOW
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V609

[GO TO L2]

--- L1b ---------

Are payments much too high, or somewhat too low?

5. MUCH TOO HIGH
4. SOMewhat TOO HIGH
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V610

--- L2 ---------

Do you favor or oppose expanding Medicare to pay for nursing home care and long hospital stays for the elderly?

1. FAVOR
3. NEITHER
5. OPPOSE
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V611

[SK1 IF V611=1 THEN GOTO L2a
[SK1 IF V611=5 THEN GOTO L2b
[GO TO L3]
--- L2a ---------

Do you favor expanding Medicare strongly or not so strongly?

1. STRONGLY
2. NOT SO STRONGLY
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V612

[GO TO L3]

--- L2b ---------

Do you oppose expanding Medicare strongly or not so strongly?

5. STRONGLY
4. NOT SO STRONGLY
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V613

--- L3 ---------

As you may know, the cost of medical care for the elderly is rising rapidly, presenting the government with some tough choices. Some people feel that the best way to pay for medical care for the elderly is to raise taxes for everyone. Others feel that medical care for the elderly should be reduced instead of raising taxes. How about you? Do you think the government should reduce medical benefits for the elderly, or increase taxes to pay for them?

1. REDUCE BENEFITS
3. NEITHER/BOTH/DEPENDS
5. INCREASE TAXES
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V614

[SK1 IF V614=1 THEN GOTO L3a]
[SK1 IF V614=5 THEN GOTO L3b]
[GO TO L4]

--- L3a ---------

Do you think benefits should be reduced a lot or just a little?

1. REDUCE A LOT
2. REDUCE JUST A LITTLE
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V615

[GO TO L4]
Would you be willing to see taxes increased a lot or just a little?

5. INCREASE A LOT
4. INCREASE JUST A LITTLE
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V616

Do you favor or oppose taxing Social Security payments to the elderly just like any other source of income?

1. FAVOR
3. NEITHER/both
5. OPPOSE
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V620
[SK1 IF V620=1 THEN GOTO L4a
[SK1 IF V620=5 THEN GOTO L4b
[GO TO L5]

Do you strongly or not so strongly favor taxing Social Security payments?

1. STRONGLY
2. NOT SO STRONGLY
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V621
[GO TO L5]

Do you strongly or not so strongly oppose taxing Social Security payments?

5. STRONGLY
4. NOT SO STRONGLY
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V622

In your opinion, how likely is it that social security will exist when it is time for you to retire? Is it very likely, somewhat likely, somewhat unlikely, or very unlikely?

1. VERY LIKELY
2. SOMewhat LIKELY
4. SOMewhat UNLIKELY
5. VERY UNLIKELY
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V623
Last year the government conducted a nationwide census. Did a census worker visit your home or did you or a member of your family mail in the census form?

1. A CENSUS WORKER VISITED
3. FORM WAS MAILED IN
7. OTHER - PF10 TO SPECIFY
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM #: V628

Many people say they have less time these days to do volunteer work. What about you, were you able to devote any time to volunteer work in the last 12 months?

1. YES
5. NO
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM #: V631

About how many hours were you able to devote to volunteer work in the last month?

1-300. ENTER NUMBER
998. DON'T KNOW

NUM ###: V632

Generally speaking, would you say that most people can be trusted, or that you can't be too careful in dealing with people?

1. MOST PEOPLE CAN BE TRUSTED
2. CAN'T BE TOO CAREFUL
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM #: V633

Would you say that most of the time people try to be helpful, or that they are mostly just looking out for themselves?

1. TRY TO BE HELPFUL
2. JUST LOOK OUT FOR THEMSELVES
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM #: V634
In talking to people about elections, we often find that a lot of people were not able to vote because they weren't registered, they were sick, or they just didn't have time. How about you -- did you vote in the general elections last November?

1. YES
5. NO
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM #: V636

Did your (husband/wife/partner) vote in the elections last November?

1. YES
5. NO
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM #: V637

[SKO IF V114>1 THEN GOTO M7]

Suppose you did not vote in an election. Do you have any friends, neighbors, relatives, or co-workers who would be disappointed or upset with you (because you did not vote)?

1. YES
5. NO
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM #: V638

Do you have any neighbors that you know and talk to regularly?

1. YES
5. NO
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM #: V639

[SK1 IF V639=1 THEN GOTO M8a
[GO TO M9]
--- M8a ---------

About how many (do you talk to regularly)? (Would that be just one, two or three, four or five, or more than five?)

1. JUST ONE
2. "ONE OR TWO"
3. TWO OR THREE
4. FOUR OR FIVE/"SEVERAL"
5. MORE THAN FIVE
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V640

--- M9 ----------

How often do you spend a social evening with friends? Would this be once or twice a week, several times a month, once a month, a few times a year, or less than that?

1. MORE THAN ONCE OR TWICE A WEEK (VOLUNTEERED)
2. ONCE OR TWICE A WEEK
3. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH
4. ONCE A MONTH
5. A FEW TIMES A YEAR
6. LESS THAN THAT
7. NEVER (VOLUNTEERED)

NUM # : V641

--- M10 ----------

How often do you spend a social evening with relatives? Would this be once or twice a week, several times a month, once a month, a few times a year, or less than that?

1. MORE THAN ONCE OR TWICE A WEEK (VOLUNTEERED)
2. ONCE OR TWICE A WEEK
3. SEVERAL TIMES A MONTH
4. ONCE A MONTH
5. A FEW TIMES A YEAR
6. LESS THAN THAT
7. NEVER (VOLUNTEERED)

NUM # : V642

M11-12 ARE ASKED OF ALL RESPONDENTS

--- M11 ---------

The courts where you live choose people to be called for jury duty from lists of names. Do you happen to know where they get these lists?

1. YES
5. NO
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V643

[SK1 IF V643=1 THEN GOTO M11a
[GO TO M12]
--- M11a ----------

Where (do they get them)? (Any others?)

OPEN : V644

--- M12 ----------

If you were selected to serve on a jury, would you be happy to do it or would you rather not serve?

1. WOULD BE HAPPY TO DO IT
5. WOULD RATHER NOT SERVE
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V648

[SK1 IF FORM 1 OR 2 THEN GO TO END OF INTERVIEW]

--- M16 ----------

In the last six months, have you worked with others or joined an organization in your community to do something about some community problem?

1. YES
5. NO
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V655

--- M17 ----------

Many people say they can't afford to make contributions to church or charity as much as they used to. How about you, were you able to contribute any money to church or charity in the last 12 months?

1. YES
5. NO
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V629

[SK1 IF V629=1 THEN GOTO M17a
[GO TO N1]

--- M17a ----------

About how much money were you able to contribute to church or charity in the last 12 months?

OPEN : V630
Last, here are a few questions about the government in Washington. Many people don't know the answers to these questions, so if there's some you don't know, just tell me and we'll go on.

What are the first ten amendments to the U.S. Constitution called? [DO NOT PROBE]

1. THE BILL OF RIGHTS
2. SOMETHING ELSE
8. DON'T KNOW/CAN'T ANSWER

NUM # : V649

Whose responsibility is it to decide if a law is constitutional or not... is it the President, the Congress, or the Supreme Court? [DO NOT PROBE]

1. PRESIDENT
2. CONGRESS
3. SUPREME COURT
8. DON'T KNOW/CAN'T ANSWER

NUM # : V650

And whose responsibility is it to nominate judges to the Federal Courts... the President, the Congress, or the Supreme Court? [DO NOT PROBE]

1. PRESIDENT
2. CONGRESS
3. SUPREME COURT
8. DON'T KNOW/CAN'T ANSWER

NUM # : V651

How much of a majority is required for the U.S. Senate and House to override a Presidential veto? [RQ IF ASKED, BUT DO NOT PROBE]

1. TWO-THIRDS OF BOTH HOUSES
2. ANY OTHER RESPONSE
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V652
--- N5  ---------

Do you happen to know how many times an individual can be elected President?

1. TWO TIMES
2. ANY OTHER RESPONSE
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V653

--- N6  ---------

How long is the term of office for a United States Senator?

1. SIX YEARS
2. ANY OTHER RESPONSE
8. DON'T KNOW

NUM # : V654

[END OF INTERVIEW FOR FORM 3 RESPONDENTS]